We study the implications of single leptoquark extensions of the Standard Model (SM) under the assumption that their enhanced Yukawa sectors are invariant under global Abelian flavour symmetries already present in SM mass terms. Such symmetries, assumed to be the 'residual' subgroups of an ultra-violet flavour theory, have previously been considered in order to predict fermionic mixing angles. Here we focus instead on their effect on the novel flavour structures sourced by the leptoquark representations that address the present R K ( ) anomalies in semileptonic rare B-decays. Combined with existing flavour data, the residual symmetries prove to be extremely constraining; we find that the (quark-lepton) leptoquark Yukawa couplings fall within O(10) highly predictive patterns, each with only a single free parameter, when 'normal' (SM-like) hierarchies are assumed. In addition, proton decay for the scalar SU(2) triplet representation is naturally avoided in the residual symmetry approach without relying on further model building. Our results indicate that a simultaneous explanation for the R K ( ) anomalies and the flavour puzzle may be achieved in a simplified, model-independent formalism.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Present data [1, 2] hint at lepton non-universality (LNU) and the breakdown of the Standard Model (SM) in the decay signatures of semileptonic rare B-decays. In particular, the ratio observables
with q 2 the invariant di-lepton mass and [a, b] representing bin boundaries (in GeV 2 ), are currently each measured at 2-3σ deviations away from their SM expectations (see e.g. [3, 4] ), as seen in Table I . These observables are particularly interesting because hadronic theory uncertainties are cancelled by virtue of the ratio definition [3] , and hence R K ( ) are clean tests of the SM The potentially anomalous data in Table I has prompted a flurry of theoretical and phenomenological studies over the last few years. From a model-independent perspective, global fits to effective field theory (EFT) operators [5] [6] [7] [8] have concluded that new physics contributions to four-fermion contact interactions mediated by left-handed (LH) quark currents, i.e. to combinations of the C l 9 and/or C l 10 (with l = e, µ) Wilson coefficients of the weak effective Hamiltonian (see e.g. [8] for a definition of these coefficients), are sufficient to explain observations. On the other hand, numerous model-specific explanations for some or all of the data have also been offered, including Z , flavour symmetric, leptoquark, composite-and multi-higgs, and sterile neutrino treatments [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Some of these models, e.g. [9, 13, 22, 23] , also address the SM flavour puzzle, the unexplained quantizations of the 20-22 free parameters associated to fermionic mass and mixing. In this paper we also explore the simultaneous explanation of R K ( ) with the flavour puzzle via an analysis of the global flavour symmetries of the SM Yukawa sector when enhanced by a single leptoquark field. In this way we strike an intermediate path between a fully model-independent EFT analysis and an explicit model of new physics.
To better motivate our approach, let us first consider the SM in its unbroken phase where, absent the Yukawa couplings, it exhibits a U (3)
5 global flavour symmetry [24] , with one U (3) rotational invariance associated to each of the chiral fermionic sectors. This symmetry is accidental -a priori, no gauge structure nor dynamical content is associated to it. However, it may very well hint at an underlying mechanism controlling flavour. Indeed, a popular approach to studying flavour is via the principle of 'Minimal Flavour Violation' (MFV) [25] , in which one assumes that the only U (3)
5 flavour violating terms are the Yukawa interactions, whose couplings are then promoted to spurions with (symmetry-breaking) background expectation values. One then proceeds to build an effective theory out of higher dimensional operators generated via successive spurion insertions. MFV provides a roughly modelindependent framework for exploring the dynamics of flavour and its scale in collider processes. One the other hand, it offers no explanation for the flavour puzzle, and its extension to the lepton sector is not unique [26] . Unfortunately, one also finds that experimental data (e.g. b → s µ + µ − , b → s τ + τ − ) exclude an extension of the MFV hypothesis to leptoquark models explaining Table I , at least in the linear regime [21] .
Intriguingly, the SM Yukawa sector also exhibits accidental symmetries in its broken phase, i.e. after the Higgs has obtained its vacuum expectation value (vev) during electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), such that the SM fermions (except perhaps the neutrinos) are rendered massive. To see this, let us follow earlier discussions [27, 28] and consider the SM leptonic mass sector, assuming a Majorana neutrino term generated (e.g.) with a type-I seesaw mechanism [29] :
Here l L and ν L are the charged lepton and neutrino components of the leptonic SU (2) doublets and E R is the SU (2) singlet. m l,ν denote diagonal mass matrices. By examining (2) , one notes that the Majorana neutrino mass term is naturally invariant under a Klein Z 2 × Z 2 transformation of the neutrinos:
where the Z 2 generators T νi can be generically written as
On the other hand, the charged lepton mass term is subject to a U (1) 3 symmetry associated to independent rephasings of each generation. The action of this symmetry can be represented by a generator T l :
Analogous U (1) 3 symmetries, with associated generator representations T u,d , also exist in the quark sector and, if they are instead Dirac particles, the neutrino sector. Furthermore, while the invariance of (2) (and its quark analogue) under T u,d,l,ν is shown in the mass basis, it of course also rotates to the flavour basis where information regarding fermionic mixing can be extracted, and so observed patterns may be understood with the residual symmetry mechanism [27, 28, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] .
Leptoquark Representation C9 and C10 Relation R K ( ) ∆3 EWSB, when the Higgs vev couples differently to u R and d R fields. The phases of the T generators amount to signatures of the UV parent symmetry/theory which commutes entirely with the SM gauge group, including SU(2) L . The distinct action on members of LH doublets can be assumed to originate in the initial breaking of G F (or G L,Q ), perhaps via flavon fields acquiring vevs in specific directions of flavour space. Different breaking directions in each fermion sector will then lead to different G u,d,l,ν . For a pedagogical review of the residual symmetry mechanism where the compatibility with SU(2) L can be seen, see (e.g.) [46, 47] , and for an explicit, complete model that realizes residual symmetries see (e.g.) the original model by [48] and its UV completion [49] .
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In what follows, we apply the same analysis in (2)-(5) to the SM appended by a single leptoquark 4 sourcing treelevel couplings between quarks and leptons, with the aim of understanding the experimental observations in Table  I . In particular, we study a scalar leptoquark transforming as a triplet of SU (2) (referred to as S 3 in [8] ), and two vector leptoquarks transforming as either a singlet or triplet of SU (2) (referred to as V 1 and V 3 respectively in [8] ). All three are colour triplets and give excellent fits to the data. The full representations of these fields under the SM as well as the relationship they imply between the C 9 and C 10 Wilson coefficients, and ultimately R K ( ) , is given in Table II (taken from [8] ). Of course, leptoquark extensions of the SM have been studied in light of Table I while also considering the flavour problem before [9, 13, 22, 23] , albeit with different assumptions.
Outside of this enhanced field content, the core assumption of our study is that, regardless of the origins and structure of G F , its scale, or the mechanism associated to its breaking, it does so to the residual symmetries present in (6) , and furthermore that these symmetries also leave the new leptoquark Yukawa couplings invariant. That is, we promote the accidental actions of T u,d,l,ν to those of physical symmetries, which we use to define a simplified model space whose phenomenology can be studied without reference to UV dynamics. We will show that the consequences of this construction are extremely constraining.
The paper develops as follows: in Section II we review the enhanced Yukawa sector upon including Table II into our field content. We then discuss the application of residual symmetries in the full Yukawa Lagrangian, and show that for the charged state providing tree-level BSM contributions to (1), only a handful of Yukawa patterns are permitted. In this section we also present the current experimental bounds on the relevant coupling matrix, and parameterize the combined data into a form that is inspired by SM Yukawa hierarchies. Then, in Section III, we derive the further constraints implied when all of the charged states sourced after isospin decomposition are included for the scalar triplet, ultimately finding that there are only nine unique patterns allowed in the quark-lepton sector. We further show that additional relationships in the symmetry generators of the up and down sectors are sufficient to avoid proton decay. We then extend our analysis to the vector triplet and singlet scenarios in Section IV, where the same patterns of couplings emerge. Finally, before concluding in Section VI, in Section V we briefly comment on how our conclusions would change were we to allow for a reduced symmetry at the level of the SM Lagrangian. Additionally, we collect all of the explicit matrices derived in Section III in Appendix A for easy reference.
II. LEPTOQUARK YUKAWA COUPLINGS AND RESIDUAL SYMMETRIES
There are 12 potential Yukawa couplings for leptoquarks charged under the SM gauge symmetries, not all of which are relevant for addressing the R K ( ) anomalies. They are categorized, including their effective vertices, in [12, 52] . Importantly, and unlike in the SM, there are potentially physical Yukawa couplings with right-handed field rotations, and hence we initially assume that all fermion fields undergo some sort of transformation, similar to [12] :
such that leptoquark Yukawas transform under a basis rotation as
with A, B arbitrary quark and lepton fields and where the relevant operation on U (T, †) A is determined by the conjugation structure of A and B.
As mentioned above, in this paper we study the three phenomenologically interesting leptoquarks of Table II . Written explicitly in SU (2) space, the Yukawa interactions of these fields go as
Here {i, j} are flavour indices, {a, b} are SU (2) indices, and k = 1, 2, 3 for the Pauli matrices. Colour indices are left implicit. The y LL and x LL clearly source tree-level couplings between leptons and quarks, and so are relevant to our study of the R anomalies. Following [52] , we define new combinations of the components of ∆ where on the right-hand side (RHS) superscripts denote SU(2) components of ∆, and on the left-hand side (LHS) they denote the electric charges of the newly defined states. Contracting the SU (2) indices of (9), one obtains
for the lepton-quark terms and
for the quark-quark coupling of ∆ 3 . In both (11) and (12) we have changed bases via (7). As is clear, the vector states ∆ µ (1,3) do not permit diquark operators sourcing proton decay, and a careful examination reveals that for the scalar ∆ 3 the diquark operator is anti-symmetric under SU (3) C , and so gauge invariance requires [53, 54] 
which automatically forbids proton decay through the diagonal entries of the up-up and down-down operators of (12) , even in the mass basis. These couplings can source proton decay via their off diagonal elements, as can the couplings in the up-down operators in (12) (see e.g. the analysis of proton decay induced by leptoquarks in [55] ). The dangerous matrix elements must be avoided in any explicit model. This is often achieved with a new symmetry under which the leptoquark is charged non-trivially, giving neutralQQ, whereas other combinations need not be and the associated terms can remain invariant by canceling the charge of the leptoquark. In what follows we do not make this model-dependent assumption a priori, but instead show in Section III D that the dangerous terms of (12) can be killed with simple phase relationships in addition to those derived upon application of the residual symmetry principle in (11)- (12) . 5 In other words, the residual symmetry mechanism provides adequate protection against proton decay without the need for additional model building.
From (11)- (12) we see a host of structures similar to the terms in (2). If we assume that the leptoquark Yukawas are invariant under a residual symmetry transformation generated by X, then up to constant prefactors the (...) ij ≡ λ (QL,QQ) terms are analogous to basis-transformed mass matrices which must be invariant under transformations of the form
where V 1 and V 2 represent arbitrary rotations depending on the terms in (11) , and X V1,2 clearly depend on the basis of λ (QL,QQ) . However, the new couplings in (11) connect SM leptons to SM quarks! We must take care then to understand exactly how a parent flavour symmetry, upon breaking to residuals in some or all of these sectors simultaneously, is actioned in bases relevant to understanding observed experimental signatures. Let us focus for the moment on the scalar leptoquark Yukawa term coupling down quarks to charged leptons, as it can source tree-level contributions to R K ( ) observables. Removing flavour indices for simplicity, the Yukawa sector includes the following terms
where we have chosen to work in the mass basis of the down quarks and charged leptons, giving diagonal m l,d . As a result, the leptoquark Yukawa coupling is generically non-diagonal, and we can identify its rows and columns in a generation specific way [9] :
We now make our core assumption, namely that the residual symmetries of the SM mass terms also hold in the leptoquark Yukawa terms. This assumption can be implemented naturally in models where the same flavons give rise to the different types of Yukawa (see e.g. the flavon models in [9] ). We therefore apply the residual transforms
where the residual generators T l,d are generically represented by diagonal matrices of arbitrary phases, T j∈l,d = diag e iαj , e iβj , e iγj , as in (5) . We observe that the corresponding residual symmetry constraint on the leptoquark term of (15) is given by
which is clearly an over-constrained relationship; we must make assumptions about the structure of λ dl and/or the residual symmetries themselves in order to satisfy it. We note that the simplest possibility, where the leptoquark Yukawa coupling is itself proportional to the identity matrix, does not source LNU. In Sections II A-II B we discuss generic symmetry and experimental constraints on λ dl , respectively, and in Section III we analyze the further consequences implied by the addition of the other charged leptoquark states of (11).
A. Symmetry Constraints on λ dl
At this stage it is interesting to consider that in general the fermion masses and the leptoquark Yukawas are not simultaneously diagonal, and therefore the residual symmetry generators can at most be diagonal in the fermion mass basis or in the basis of a diagonal leptoquark Yukawa, but not in both. The latter option we can readily exclude, as the residual symmetries would force the fermion masses to be degenerate. This is easier to see by changing the would-be diagonal residual generators into the fermion mass basis, where they are no longer diagonal, and enforcing the symmetry
with X d,l general (i.e. not the identity matrix, in which case there is no residual symmetry acting). This forces m d,l m † d,l (and therefore also m d,l ) to be proportional to the unit matrix. The remaining option is to consider that the residual generators are diagonal in the mass basis as we have sketched above, and thus (19) holds for non-degenerate masses, with arbitrary phases in the residual symmetries as usual. The consequences are that the leptoquark Yukawas are extremely constrained, as seen explicitly in (18) .
Interesting solutions to (18) that are lepton non-universal are few in number. From here on, we assume that the residual generators are not proportional to the identity matrix. Under this assumption, our residual symmetry distinguishes at least two generations of fermions per sector, and can therefore be considered a proper flavour symmetry. Furthermore, phenomenologically relevant patterns that can account for the b → sµµ anomalies can arise only if some of the phases of T d are related. If the residual symmetry is to allow entries of the leptoquark Yukawa simultaneously in the s and b rows of a given column, we require in particular β d = γ d . We now further elaborate on this restriction:
respectively given by
Intriguingly, the first two of these patterns have been explored for flavoured leptoquark models before [5, 9] , due to their simplicity and phenomenological relevance. They were obtained in [9] from specific flavour symmetry models. Here we have derived them in a model independent way, simply as a consequence of the rather restrictive residual flavour symmetry.
Furthermore, λ d,l=e,µ,τ = 0 (hence the red coloring) if α d = β d = γ d , according to our assumption that the residual symmetry is not proportional to the identity matrix. It is interesting to note that, in the framework where the quark sector has a non-Abelian parent symmetry G Q that breaks to G d (and to G u ), Cabibbo mixing can only be predicted by the residual symmetries if
. In other words, obtaining Cabibbo mixing in these frameworks restricts the allowed leptoquark Yukawa in precisely the same way that allows R K ( ) to also be explained by the residual symmetry! 6 2. If the lepton phases are also related to one another, one can allow entries in more than one column of the leptoquark Yukawa, and the leptoquark coupling must have, for a given quark row, at least one zero. This is also consistent with non-trivial leptonic mixing being predicted by the residual symmetry in the framework where the lepton sector has a non-Abelian parent symmetry G L that breaks to G e (and to G ν ). Note also that at least two non-zero entries in the same row of the leptoquark coupling are required for LFV processes such as µ → eγ -in this case some λ qe and λ qµ (same q) are needed. For example, taking [62] are for 50 ab −1 . For B(τ → µη) we ignored possible cancellations with λ dµ λ * dτ , see e.g., [67] . As in [68] , we ignored tuning between leading order diagrams in the amplitudes of → γ.
where we have again insisted that T d not be proportional to the identity. We note also that the λ
[µτ ] dl pattern has a vanishing first row and first column, making it analogous to one of the cases considered in [9] , which originated from an SU (3) F family symmetry (namely [56] or similar constructions accounting for the reactor angle, e.g. [57] ).
3. Finally, although we do not permit α d = β d = γ d , we still have freedom to allow one additional entry in the empty columns of (21) by setting α d = −{α l , β l , γ l }, with the three different solutions respectively corresponding to an augmented first, second, and third column:
In summary, under the simple assumptions that 1) residual flavour symmetries in the charged lepton and down quark sectors leave the extended Yukawa sector invariant, and 2) that the new scalar leptoquark explains observed B-decay anomalies, we force the possible d − l leptoquark coupling into patterns with specific column structures given by (20) - (22) .
B. Experimental Constraints on λ dl
A wide variety of lepton flavour violating (LFV) and LNU tests can be employed to constrain the matrix elements of λ dl . In Table III we give the list of relevant LFV bounds, including projected future sensitivities. Of course we can also recast the hints of R K ( * ) into our framework, which if explained by a ∆ 3 , ∆ µ 3 , or ∆ µ 1 leptoquark, gives the following constraint [8, 9, 20] :
Furthermore, a strong upper bound on the same couplings is obtained from the B s −B s mixing phase, which can be expressed as [9] (λ se λ *
In order to succinctly summarize the combined implications of Table III and (23)- (24), we follow [20] and utilize a special parameterization for the coupling that captures the interesting splittings between lepton and quark species. In particular, we employ
where λ 0 is an overall scale-setting parameter, ρ and ρ d encode splittings between quark species, and κ l similarly encode lepton splittings. The defining values and/or implied experimental bounds for the parameters are given for each relevant, symmetry-allowed λ dl pattern in Table IV .
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A few comments are in order regarding (25) . First of all, its imposition represents a trivial rewrite of the original isolation patterns, as the absence of a lepton splitting parameter κ l implies that λ 0 ≡ λ bl and ρ ≡ λ sl /λ bl without loss of generality. Then the combined constraints on R K ( ) and B s -B s mixing imply an upper bound of O(50) TeV for the leptoquark mass M and a very weak bound on the quark splitting parameter ρ as seen in Table IV [5] . Note that as the isolation patterns are not LFV, Table III gives no additional information. On the other hand, (25) does imbed certain biases into our parameterization of the relevant data for two-columned patterns. After all, (25) reduces the four complex parametric degrees of freedom in λ
to three, and so it cannot be entirely generic. Indeed, its form implies that lepton splittings are universal for any given quark species (divide across columns) and that, similarly, quark splittings are universal for any given lepton species (divide across rows). Furthermore, as we will see below, (25) as quantized in Table IV also implies that leptoquark couplings mimic SM flavour hierarchies, with couplings to heavier fermions larger than those of lighter ones. We refer to this parameterization as the 'normal hierarchy' scenario, as its assumptions are motivated by our desire to utilize flavour symmetries to structure both SM and leptoquark Yukawa sectors. Regardless, we caution that some derivations in Section III are sensitive to this choice, and so a treatment of inverted hierarchies, while beyond the scope of this introductory paper on the simplified model space, will be pursued in a more exhaustive phenomenological survey to appear in a future publication.
Proceeding, the bounds from LFV processes B (l 1 → l 2 γ) in Table III provide a stronger upper limit on ρ for two-columned matrices. To see this simply expand the constraint in the parameterization for multiple quark rows:
such that, if both (26) and (27) are true, |ρ| 2 ≤ 1. This conclusion holds regardless of x, the experimental bound on the leptoquark mass M , and regardless of whether normal or inverted hierarchies (corresponding to different row/column placements for ρ, κ l ) are assumed. Similarly, a powerful upper bound on κ l can be obtained from B s -B s mixing, which implies
We now observe that the bracketed term on the LHS is a quadratic polynomial of the form (a + b) 2 = a 2 + b 2 + 2ab where, importantly, the three terms on the RHS of this expression are by definition positive quantities. Hence, with ρ 2 ≥ 0, (28) demands that any of the positive definite quantities on the LHS are themselves less than the mixing bound,
and therefore, using the latter two terms, we immediately derive that
This is again independent of the actual leptoquark mass bound and the imposition of normal or inverted hierarchies (so long as ρ 2 ≥ 0 holds). Note that a stronger bound of κ e 1/2 was given in prior analyses considering patterns with an electron splitting parameter [9] . This can be obtained via LFV constraints, but requires further assumptions. Hence we use the conservative geometric bound of 1/ √ 2 in what follows, which in any event does not affect our conclusions in Section III, thanks to current sensitivities in CKM and PMNS mixing matrix elements. 
TABLE IV: Defining values and/or experimentally bound ranges for the parameterization of (25) , in the normal hierarchy scenario. As noted in the text, three-columned patterns are reduced to their two-columned cousins upon SU(2) symmetry considerations (cf. Section III C), and hence we do not need to fit such matrices.
III. SU (2) ANALYSIS FOR THE SCALAR ∆3
Upon SU (2) decomposition, all couplings in (11)- (12) coming from leptoquarks with different electric charge must be considered. We will first address this for the scalar triplet, and then see that the discussion easily generalizes to the vector states in Sec. IV.
For ∆ 3 , the full Yukawa sector Lagrangian, in the mass basis of the SM fermions, then reads
where m a , with a ∈ {u, d, l, ν}, are all diagonal matrices of mass eigenvalues, and the λ (QL,QQ) matrices are analogous to (16) . Because we are in the mass basis of all of the fermions, an analogous equation (18) arises for each leptoquark Yukawa term if there are residual symmetries in each SM fermion sector,
where the T matrices are again diagonal residual symmetry generators with three phases, and with an equivalent equality holding for λ QQ couplings. Hence, we must make the same types of considerations discussed in Section II A for each coupling matrix, which we discuss pattern by pattern below. However, we are further constrained by the fact that the eight λ (QL,QQ) are not independent, as they are sourced from the two original couplings, y LL 3 and z LL 3 . Terms originating from the quark-lepton operator can therefore all be normalized to λ dl , the term for which we have some phenomenological insight given the anomalies in the B-decay data, and those from the diquark operator can be normalized to λ du . We find, using that
the following relationships between the different charged leptoquark couplings:
We will see below that (34) has severe implications given the viable forms of λ dl . We will also find that, upon considering global fits on the CKM [69] and PMNS [70, 71] matrix elements given by 
that further constraints on acceptable leptoquark patterns arise. Henceforth we use the shorthand notation
where for U we use i, j = 1, 2, 3 and for V we use as indices i = u, c, t
In what follows we analyze the implications of (25), (32), (34) and (35) on the few λ dl that account for R K ( ) and are allowed by the residual symmetries. From the purely flavour symmetric perspective, in the quark-lepton sector we find as before that the solutions for each equation implied by (32) give matrices analogous to those in Section II A, up to permutations of rows and columns. So long as T Q,L are symmetries of the Lagrangian, this statement holds regardless of the relationships implied by (34) -it is true simply by virtue of the phase constraints in T Q and T L .
We now treat each acceptable pattern of λ dl case by case by deriving the combined symmetry and experimental constraints, and showing the resultant matrices explicitly. We then consider the implications of these constraints on the diquark operators, and further discuss whether additional restrictions must be imposed to forbid proton decay.
We first treat the case where λ dl is in an isolation pattern. First considering electron isolation, the explicit matrix for λ dν is given by
and we have set λ de = 0 as required. Muon or tau isolation simply implies e → {µ, τ } and U 1i → {U 2i , U 3i } in (37), respectively. Explicitly, one finds
for muon and tau isolation. We first notice that the λ dν coupling is not allowed to take an isolation pattern, as this would force all entries (in all couplings) to zero, since only one matrix element of U P M N S is measured to be small. This then leaves us with the multi-column options, where we further read off that the λ 1i dν row is zero (a consequence of β d = γ d ). Next, we need to set two matrix elements in one column to zero in (37)- (38) . This demand is particularly powerful because, regardless of whether λ dl isolates electrons, muons, or tauons it requires either λ sl = λ bl = 0 or a single matrix element of U P M N S to zero. The former option sets all leptoquark Yukawa couplings to zero, so is not interesting. Hence, our residual flavour symmetry is forcing us to a limit where U P M N S has a null matrix element, which is experimentally excluded. We can therefore conclude that the combined SU(2) and flavour constraints do not permit isolation patterns for λ dl to first approximation.
However, as a pedagogical preparation for later Sections, and because the limit U 13 = 0 is still a reasonable approximation to data (and can be the starting point for flavour models [72] ), we continue with our analysis. Allowing U 13 = 0 (but no other null matrix elements), we then find that λ dl = λ dl , as all other isolation patterns (cf. (38) ) would require some other mixing element to be zero. We conclude that λ dl = λ
dν (with U We now consider the λ ul coupling corresponding the electron isolation λ
dl :
We see that λ ul is naturally of an isolation pattern form, with the following constraint on one of its matrix elements:
where i ∈ {u, c, t} and its specific value is determined by the phases of T u . The three solutions are either β u = γ u = −α l with
Vts (i = 3). We label these couplings, upon the application of (40) ul , respectively denoting with superscripts A, B, C that the first, second, or third row vanishes. Note that each solution to (40) is also communicated back to λ dl and λ dν , in the sense that the λse λ be is now related to ratios of CKM elements. We respectively denote the resulting matrices as λ A, B, C) . Finally, we write down λ uν :
VusV tb
Vts − V ub U 12
with U 13 already set to zero, and the three different matrices corresponding to the viable solutions of (40) . These couplings are allowed by
Observe that (41)-(43) do not permit isolation patterns for λ uν , as this would force either λ be , U 1i , or the special combinations of V ij seen in (41)-(43) to be zero, and none of these options are phenomenologically acceptable or interesting. We therefore conclude that, when λ dl is of isolation pattern form and experimental data are considered, there are only three sets of viable couplings allowed by weak SU (2) and residual flavour symmetries T u,d,l,ν :
The associated phase constraints for each of these models are summarized in Table V and all of the explicit matrices are given in Appendix A, where one can observe that each coupling depends on only one degree of freedom. Note that the leptoquark Yukawa couplings can have CP violation, but it depends exclusively on the CP-violating phases of the CKM and PMNS. Beyond CKM and PMNS elements, the couplings of the leptoquarks involved in each solution depend only on a single complex parameter (e.g. λ be ), whose phase can be absorbed by a rephasing of the leptoquark field. Another important observation is that entries in the first and second row are suppressed by CKM combinations of order λ 3 and λ 2 , respectively. In this they demonstrate a Froggatt-Nielsen type hierarchy in the quark sector of the leptoquark couplings, a feature which appears in the following section for sets of couplings of type A (no coupling to u quarks) and of type B (no coupling to c quarks). The sole exception is in the [e3C] pattern which is of type C (no coupling to t quarks) which appears only in the isolation patterns: the coupling to u quarks is still suppressed by λ with respect to the coupling to c quarks, however the coupling to s quarks is stronger than to b quarks.
This result is remarkably restrictive (and predictive). Note also that, since in both the up and down sectors we can only resolve two generations, we should not expect to be able to predict the full three-generation CKM mixing within the confines of our strict residual symmetry approach. On the other hand, three generation leptonic mixing may still be viable (up to the experimental caveat regarding U 
We now move to the case where λ dl = λ [eµ,µτ,eτ ] , i.e. where it takes a two-columned pattern due to the combined phase constraints of T d,l , and in particular take the λ
[eµ] pattern for λ dl as a starting point. The SU(2) prediction for the λ dν is then given by
where we have taken λ de = λ dµ = 0 as required. One immediately observes that an isolation pattern is not allowed for this coupling, as it would require at least two of the following equalities with PMNS mixing elements to be met:
with the i sourced by the column of (45) and where the leptoquark Yukawa couplings on the RHS are bound to the same experimental interval. None of the NuFit bounds for the LHS of (46) (46) is given by i = 1, which forces this coupling into a two column pattern with non-zero entries in the second and third columns. This corresponds to β ν = γ ν = −β d = −γ d and the following replacements for its couplings:
such that the d − ν matrix becomes
and where (47) also obviously applies to λ [eµ] dl . Continuing to the u − l coupling, from λ
[eµ] dl we set λ d(e,µ) = 0, and applying (47) from above, we find
At least one row must be set to zero in order to satisfy our phase restrictions, and as the ratio of PMNS elements in the first column is not consistent with zero, we are left demanding
For i = t, this condition leads to | V tb Vts | 1, which is not consistent with | λsµ λ bµ | = |ρ| 1. Thus, the condition can only be met for i = {u, c}, which allows two patterns for λ ul , one with the first row set to zero, called λ
, and the other with the second row set to zero, called λ
the u − ν term. At this stage we have already fixed phase constraints in all four fermionic sectors, so we need to check if the resulting structures are consistent with non-zero couplings. Applying all relevant constraints sourced from the d − l, d − ν, and u − l couplings as well as SU (2) relationships, we find that for λ [eµ1 (A,B) ] dl the couplings are automatically found in symmetric forms:
Starting from λ
[eµ] dl we arrive at two possible solutions. We now denote these as
with the superscript '1' denoting the vanishing column in couplings to neutrinos and the A, B denoting whether it is the first or second row that vanishes in couplings to up quarks. Note that although very similar, λ
as they have different CKM elements, as can also be seen in Appendix A where we list all coupling matrices for the possible solutions. As in the isolation patterns, we see the column-dependent PMNS modulations, and the very interesting row-dependent suppressions that are in the style of Froggatt-Nielsen symmetries of λ 3 for the first row and λ 2 for the second row. Also, as we have already mentioned for the isolation patterns, CP violation depends solely on the CP-violating phases of the CKM and PMNS, as the single parameter (e.g. λ bµ ) that appears can be made real without loss of generality through an appropriate rephasing of the leptoquark field.
The derivation of the couplings permitted when λ dl = λ dl , noting again the underlying assumption that the hierarchy in the leptoquark couplings follows that of the charged leptons (in this case, the e column has smaller entries than the τ column), the κ e bound coming from (30) QL . Here it is important to note that the numerical values shown in Appendix A are meant for illustration and correspond only to central values of the allowed ranges, which is why (counterintuitively) the numerical values shown for these patterns in particular do not fulfill the κ µ 0.71 constraint. If the experimentally allowed ranges for the respective PMNS entries narrow down and remain close to the current central values, these patterns would be ruled out.
In total, assuming leptoquark hierarchies following those of the down quark and charged leptons, we have found that there are six unique sets of leptoquark couplings generated from the original two-columned patterns of λ dl . We denote these patterns as
and their associated phase and matrix element constraints can be found in Table V . All of the explicit matrices are given in Appendix A for easy reference.
C. Three-columned Patterns:
The final set of patterns allowed for λ dl is given by the three-columned matrices of (22) . Applying (34) to λ
and first forming the d − ν coupling, one finds
from which one immediately concludes that the only viable option is to set λ dτ → 0 (because there must be at least one zero in every row), which then reduces this pattern to that of (45) , and therefore all of the associated constraints derived for that matrix also hold for (58) . Indeed, the constraint λ dτ → 0 simultaneously reduces the three-columned λ dl to its two-columned cousin. In fact, had we instead considered λ
, we would have analogously found that λ de → 0 or λ dµ → 0, respectively, such that those matrices also reduce to their two-columned 'special-case'.
We are therefore led to conclude that, modulo the U 13 caveat discussed in Section III A, the nine unique sets of leptoquark Yukawa couplings allowed are those given in Table V , when considering the normal hierarchy of leptoquark couplings.
D. Implications for Proton Decay
We now discuss the implications of the residual symmetries T u and T d for diquark operators allowing proton decay in the scalar triplet case. In general we have
where the primes simply differentiate matrix elements from the overall coupling matrices, and where the anti-symmetric condition (13) has been applied in (59)- (60) . Proton decay is sensitive to elements coupling to a first generation quark, and so in order to maintain stability we must forbid entries in the first row and column of (59)- (62) . From (59)- (60) we immediately see that non-vanishing entries are only possible when additional phase relations are realized within each residual symmetry generator. For example, λ uc is only allowed if α u = −β u , and λ ds similarly requires α d = −β d . On the other hand, it is clear from (61)-(62) that dangerous non-zero entries require equalities of the type α u = −α d (and so on) between the phases of T u and T d . Yet these observations are generic -we have not applied any of the conclusions from Sections III A-III C. Indeed, comparing to the phase equalities in the scalar triplet 'solutions' listed in Table V , we note that no dangerous couplings are required from these relationships alone, and so we are free to align generic T u and T d phases so that they vanish. In other words, not only are all of the phenomenologically acceptable patterns derived in Table V a priori compatible with models that forbid proton decay, the residual symmetry mechanism can be further exploited to forbid the decay without additional model-building assumptions.
As a pedagogical example of this possibility, we subject the diquark coupling matrices in (59)- (62) to the phase λQL
Phase Equalities Notes
Isolation Patterns
, λ be = −λ bµ
Simplified models of flavourful leptoquarks determined after symmetry and experimental constraints are applied. The second column gives the set of couplings as defined in (44) and (57) . The fourth column gives all phases that must be set equal to one another for the scalar and vector cases. Finally, the fifth column gives the relationships between the matrix elements of the original d − l coupling term. NOTE: For the vectors ∆
Additional Phase Equalities to Forbid Proton Decay Class Kill First-Generation Couplings Kill All Diquark Couplings QL :
For this particular solution, requiring α u = −β d is sufficient to set λ uc = λ ut = 0. Similarly, from (64), α d = −β d implies λ ds = λ db = 0. Additionally, both of these phase (in)equalities simultaneously kill all but the (1,1) element of the first rows and columns of (65)- (66), and so the inequality α d = −α u serves as the last condition necessary to completely forbid couplings with first-generation quarks. Finally, we observe that maintaining β d = 0 kills all entries in the diquark Yukawa couplings. Continuing, we organize the other patterns of Table V into QL are sufficient to suppress proton decay, whereas with Class B matrices we instead observe from (59) that two inequalities are necessary to nullify the first generation couplings in λ uu : β d = −β u and β d = 0. However, the first equality also sends the (2,3) block to zero, meaning that the entire coupling is set to zero, λ uu = 0. Of course, the relative difference in the phases of the up sector does not effect the λ dd coupling; (64) holds when α u = γ u , and the requirement that β d = 0 from λ uu simultaneously sets the (2,3) block of this matrix to zero as well. This still leaves the λ ds and λ db elements, which are forbidden if α d = −β d , which forces the entire coupling matrix to again be null: λ dd = 0. Moving to λ du , the only matrix element not killed by the combined phase constraints sourced from λ uu and λ dd is λ dc , which is strictly null if α d = −β u . Requiring this inequality sets λ du = 0, and the combined application of all these required phases automatically forces λ ud = 0. Finally, the relationships required for λ (the only Class C matrix we derived) mimic those of the Class B matrices; four relationships are required to kill couplings to first generation couplings, which when realized simultaneously nullify the entire set of couplings.
To conclude, proton decay can be forbidden via additional (mis)alignments of phases on top of those required in Table V . The additional relationships required for λ QL are determined by whether α u = γ u , β u = γ u , or α u = β u . In the former case, three relationships kill all couplings to first generation quarks, and a fourth identically nullifies all diquark Yukawa couplings. For the latter two cases, four relationships are required to kill couplings to first generation quarks, which simultaneously kills all other couplings as well. These findings are summarized in Table VI .
Up to this point all of our considerations have been for the scalar triplet ∆ 3 . However, as is clear in (11) , the vector singlet and triplet leptoquarks ∆ obviously cannot be related via SU(2) transformations to the LH d − l term. As a result, the patterns obtained after a residual symmetry analysis of the Yukawa sector of the vector Lagrangians are slightly different than those found for the scalar triplet, and we now discuss those subtleties.
We start by generalizing the results of Section III A-III C to the ∆ µ 3 state. From (11) we see that the change in conjugation structure for the fermion fields yields slightly different normalizations between λ V3 dν,ul,uν and the phenomenologically relevant λ dl . Now taking
, the other coupling matrices are given by
which from (34) we immediately read off that
where of course the practical impact of the factors of U CKM U T CKM is simply to send U CKM in (34) to U CKM in (67) . Despite the differences implied by (68) , the vector triplet includes the same number of couplings between quarks and leptons as does the scalar triplet, and therefore the residual symmetry analysis proceeds analogously to that in Sections III A-III C. In particular, the isolation solutions and the six two-columned solutions given in Table V, up (11); the phase relations for the vector SU(2) triplet thus appear modified by an overall minus sign in each of the quark phases relative to the scalar SU(2) triplet,
such that, upon performing all relevant manipulations, minus signs appear in the final phase equalities of Table V. For example, the solution leading to λ eµ1A QL that, for the scalar triplet, appears together with phase relation
γ u } (and similarly for the other solutions). All of these relations are also given in Table V. For the SU(2) singlet vector ∆
and from (11) obtain the following normalization for λ V1 uν :
Although the d − l and u − ν couplings are the only LH operators for us to consider in our analysis for the vector singlet, it (perhaps surprisingly) turns out that the corresponding final solutions for λ dl and λ uν also map directly to the solutions found for the scalar triplet, up to the difference in normalization given in (70) . This is because applying solely λ V1 uν = U CKM λ dl U P M N S is sufficient to fix the CKM and PMNS relations obtained previously. Let us illustrate this with the isolation patterns of (20) . For λ [e] dl , one obtains
Our symmetry constraints demand that one column be set to zero, and an equality analogous to (40) implies that this can only be fully achieved with the PMNS matrix elements, for which only U 13 provides a reasonable approximation to zero. This kills the third column in (71). Yet we must also remove a row from λ
[e],V1 uν , and from (40) we have already observed that experimental bounds are satisfied when any of the three rows are set to zero, which implies
. Up to CKM conjugation, these are precisely the same matrixelement relationships derived for the scalar triplet patterns λ e3(A,B,C) QL , as seen in Table V . Furthermore, had we instead considered µ-or τ -isolation for λ dl , we would again observe that symmetry constraints cannot be met, as no PMNS element is small enough to approximate zero in these cases, thereby removing a column of λ
[e],V1 uν as required. The same derivations, when carried out on two-columned λ dl matrices, yield similar conclusions -the solutions found for the scalar triplet are again found for the vector singlet, up to normalizations and conjugations. They can be obtained from those given explicitly in Appendix A. Also, no three-columned patterns are allowed for either the u − ν nor d − l couplings of ∆ µ 1 -when a single non-zero element is isolated on a row, the zeros of the corresponding column ultimately enforce λ di = 0 (with i = (e, µ, τ )) in (22) , and therefore these matrices reduce to their twocolumned cousins, as seen in Section III C.
However, one subtlety does arise in the vector singlet case when studying two-columned µ − τ matrices for λ dl , namely an ambiguity as to how the residual symmetry constraints are realized with respect to texture zeros in the matrix elements. As it turns out, this subtlety does not change our conclusions -no new matrices are generated. However, let us elaborate by considering the λ V1 uν coupling after we have utilized our symmetries to remove the first column:
where in order to fully satisfy our symmetry demands we must also zero one of the rows of (72) . Up to now, the relationship that satisfied this type of constraint was unique, i.e. only one of the bracketed expressions was phenomenologically consistent with null. However, in this case, both the PMNS and CKM brackets in the (1,2) and (2,2) elements of (72) can be set to zero, and therefore one must consider all such possibilities when implementing the symmetry. Generically labelling each row as {0, (P M N S 1 )(CKM ), (P M N S 2 )(CKM )}, there are three possible combinations: QL pattern. After all, as can be seen in (A50), while the symmetry considerations of the scalar triplet were unambiguous about what relationships had to be enforced amongst couplings, 10 the same brackets of PMNS elements still appear in the matrix. If nature realizes a special alignment amongst them causing those terms to disappear, then an additional column of zeros will appear in λ V1 uν and the overall PMNS structure of λ dl will also reflect the equality.
In addition to this subtlety, all of the solutions for the vector singlet are of course associated to fewer phase relations than in the scalar triplet (or even vector triplet case). This is simply due to the reduced number of operators in (11); given terms relating only LH up quarks with neutrinos and LH down quarks with charged leptons, we do not have equalities between (e.g.) the phases of up quarks and charged leptons. For example, in the λ e3A QL case explored above, the pattern {β d , γ d , −α ν , −β ν , −α l , β u , γ u } derived for the scalar triplet is replaced with {β d , γ d , α l } {α ν , β ν , β u , γ u } for the vector singlet (and similarly for the other solutions). Once again, these equalities are catalogued in Table V. Finally, with respect to ∆ µ 1 , the patterns of the RR Yukawa couplings can also be constrained by residual symmetries applying to the RH quarks and leptons, in a specific model. One possibility is that they can be made to vanish entirely by imposing residual symmetries without relations between the phases. In terms of our analysis, because the RH sector is unphysical in the SM, we can not relate the respective d − l and u − ν sectors in a model independent way, so the mass basis Yukawa couplings corresponding to x RR 1 would not be as constrained as those that arose from x LL 1 . We therefore do not address the possibilities for these RH operators in this paper.
V. A COMMENT ON REDUCING THE SYMMETRY OF THE LAGRANGIAN
It is clear that the power of our approach lies in the imposition of the flavour symmetries actioned by T u,d,l,ν on all Yukawa couplings present in our Lagrangian, and the further assumption that each T have at least two distinct eigenvalues, so that they can legitimately be considered flavour symmetries. However, the highly restricted set of patterns we have derived would be enlarged were we to reduce the amount of symmetry present in one or more fermionic sectors. For example, imagine that in one sector we do not insist that the residual symmetry distinguishes at least two species, meaning its action can effectively be represented as a global phase rotation through the family.
11
This scenario can be realized, e.g., if G F breaks (via a scalar flavon φ obtaining its vev φ ) leaving as residual symmetry a subgroup which can be represented with equal entries along the diagonal.
12 Despite becoming progressively less interesting, this could happen in all or multiple fermion sectors.
While cataloguing all of the explicit matrices permitted when one or more symmetries T u,d,l,ν are trivialized (phases all set to be equal) is outside the scope of this paper, it is instructive to explore the different types of patterns allowed when one does. Of course the most extreme scenario is where all of the generators T u,d,l,ν are trivialized, T u,d,l,ν = e iα u,d,l,ν I 3 , such that we can make no predictions -either no leptoquark couplings exist (in any given sector) or all nine do. Yet more options exist between this trivial case and that of our paper's analysis. Hence, as our guiding principle has been to utilize R K ( ) data to first constrain λ dl , let us then study symmetry reduction in the down and/or charged-lepton sectors.
Consider the case where only one generator is active in the d − l sector (take the down quarks). In this case the analogue to our core equality (18) becomes
where we have already recalled that α d = β d = γ d is required in order to permit entries simultaneously in the s and b rows of a given column. But we now observe that α d = −α l and β d = −α l are the only two solutions giving non-zero entries, and the first is irrelevant for resolving R K ( ) . Hence, a matrix with three zeros on the first row is the only allowed pattern when the charged-lepton generator is trivial,
which is clearly not one of the allowed solutions from before. Similarly, had we trivialized the down-quark generator, we would observe that any two rows can be saved without violating our assumptions, yielding the same patterns as in (21), but with three entries allowed per column:
Finally, the most extreme case of symmetry reduction in the d − l operator would be to allow both the charged-lepton and down-quark generators to be trivialized, giving only two viable patterns for λ dl : all matrix elements allowed (α d = −α l ) or no matrix elements allowed. And yet we have said nothing about the impact of the full symmetry operations active in the up and neutrino sectors, which are still related to λ dl via SU(2) relations. It is likely that the zeros enforced by these symmetries in other couplings reduces the number of free parameters in the matrices we have just derived, in precisely the same way they did when all symmetries were active. For example, we have just shown that when a coupling is subject to one of two symmetry operators, there are still as many as three zeros that must be enforced after SU(2) rotation. Furthermore, the λ uν coupling is still constrained to the original sets of allowed patterns, which could (in principle, not considering experimental bounds) enforce as many as seven zeros. While it is beyond our scope to catalogue all such permutations, we simply emphasize that additional patterns for λ dl are allowed if the T matrices are not active in all fermionic sectors, and these should still depend on fewer parametric degrees of freedom than in an environment free of flavour symmetries.
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have considered model-independent, flavour-symmetric leptoquark extensions of the SM in an effort to explain R K ( ) anomalies alongside of the SM flavour problem. In particular, we promote the natural phase freedoms of the SM Yukawa sector into Abelian 'residual symmetries' with origins in a UV flavour theory that, perhaps upon being broken by flavon fields obtaining vevs aligned along specific orientations in flavour space, preserves these symmetries in each fermion mass sector. Our core assumption in this paper is that the same residual symmetries hold in the additional Yukawa terms that involve the leptoquark. While these symmetries are common by-products of complete models of flavour (including flavon models with leptoquarks, see e.g. [9] ), their associated phenomenology can be studied without reference to specific model-building assumptions, e.g. the nature of the UV flavour symmetry, the number of flavon fields, the structure of their vacua, etc. Our approach therefore describes a simplified model space.
Necessarily, in order to have non-degenerate fermion generations with non-trivial CKM and PMNS mixing, we conclude that the residual flavour symmetries act as diagonal phase matrices in the SM fermion mass basis. Upon assuming that two generations of fermions are distinguished in each sector and that non-vanishing entries for s and b quarks exist in the novel leptoquark coupling down quarks to charged leptons (so that R K ( ) can be explained), the allowed patterns of matrices are severely restricted; accounting for relevant precision flavour data under the assumption of a SM-like hierarchy of leptoquark couplings, we predict only six fully consistent models and three additional ones with U 13 P M N S = 0. In all cases the leptoquark couplings depend on only one parametric degree of freedom, with matrix elements otherwise composed entirely of CKM and PMNS entries. Interestingly, with one exception the resulting matrices are hierarchical, with entries in the first and second rows (corresponding to first and second generation quarks) always involving combinations of CKM elements that generate λ 3 and λ 2 suppressions respectively. These results hold for all three leptoquarks we studied: the scalar SU(2) triplet and vector SU(2) triplet and singlet. Finally, proton decay is readily avoided with the same residual symmetry mechanism without the need for additional model building.
Due to the intense reduction of complex parameters in favor of known SM mixing elements, our results are extremely predictive and deserve further study. It would be intriguing to perform an exhaustive phenomenological survey of different flavour observables sensitive to the new leptoquark couplings, both for the normal hierarchy considered here and its generalizations. For example, hints of LNU also persist in b → c transitions as encoded in the ratio observable R D ( * ) [73] [74] [75] [76] , for which our simplified models will give clear (and testable) BSM signals. We plan to address these and other predictions in a future publication. In addition, we are also interested in exploring the UV origins of the specific Abelian residual symmetries implied by the phase relations presented in Table V . One could (e.g.) perform a bottom-up (and model-independent) scan of finite groups along the lines of [38, 41] in order to expose non-Abelian discrete symmetries closed by the active residual generators T u,d,l,ν , or one could attempt to build a complete UV model whose scalar sector realizes the special symmetry breaking embedded in our simplified models.
We also emphasize that our residual flavour symmetry approach represents a novel means of constraining generic leptoquark extensions of the SM, regardless of whether or not the R K ( ) anomalies withstand further experimental scrutiny. Indeed, an abundance of Yukawa sector parameters and the need for additional modeling to prevent proton decay represent common theoretical nuisances that must be overcome in BSM leptoquark environments. Both are naturally achieved in our framework.
Appendix A: List of Explicit Yukawa Couplings
In what follows we give the matrix representations for the patterns of leptoquark Yukawa couplings derived in Sections III A -IV, and referenced alongside of their corresponding phase equalities in Table V . In particular, we show the explicit results for the scalar triplet ∆ 3 , and we recall the definition of the CKM matrix elements given in the text:
Alongside of the exact predictions, we also provide numerically approximate forms that may be easier to manipulate for phenomenology. In generating these we have approximated the CKM matrix with a leading-power expansion in the Cabibbo parameter λ, and also used best-fit values for leptonic mixing angles and CP-violating phase as reported in [70, 71] for PMNS elements, in the normal mass-ordering scenario for neutrinos. Note that, because we only give central values for illustration, some elements may appear to violate the experimental bounds we used to derive the patterns in the first place. However, our derivations were of course more conservative, as we considered the full error bands for CKM and PMNS elements as seen in (35) . Finally, in order to obtain the respective patterns for the vector leptoquarks discussed in Section IV, one notes (67)- (68) and (70) which indicate that the following simple procedure should be performed on the matrices of the scalar triplet: 
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Aλ 0 0 0.71 
